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End-to-End Provisioning of Latency and
Availability Constrained 5G Services

Maryam Lashgari, Member, IEEE, Lena Wosinska, Senior Member, IEEE, and Paolo Monti, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We address a key challenge of 5G networks by
proposing a strategy for the resource-efficient and end-to-end
allocation of compute and connectivity resources in a dynamic
5G service provisioning scenario, such that the service latency
and availability requirements are guaranteed. Our heuristic
algorithm shows that resource efficiency is significantly improved
by processing services in the large core data centers (DCs)
with a rich amount of compute resources and exploiting the
benefits of traffic grooming over the metro and core fiber links.
Moreover, our resource-efficient provisioning algorithm avoids
possible violation of the service availability requirements caused
by reaching the central DC locations by adding backup connec-
tivity resources. Our simulation results demonstrate a resource
efficiency improvement reflected by lowering the service blocking
probability by up to four orders of magnitude compared to the
conventional service provisioning methods utilizing distributed
small DCs.

Index Terms—Optical networking, 5G, cloud computing, net-
work control and management, service provisioning, latency,
availability, backup connectivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

5G networks need to support services with stringent latency,
availability, and capacity requirements by connecting end-

users to the data center (DC) locations where the application
servers (ASs) (responsible for executing the service-specific
applications) are deployed [1]. In this regard, there is a need
for service provisioning strategies that assure meeting service
requirements while using radio, connectivity, and compute
resources efficiently.

The location of the AS is crucial. The ASs that are
deployed close to the users, i.e., in edge/access DCs offer
better latency and availability performance compared to the
ASs located in more centralized DCs (i.e., in metro and/or
core). However, edge DCs have (on average) limited compute
resources and host fewer ASs, while metro/core DCs have
more compute resources available. The metro/core DCs are
also reachable through higher tier transport network (TN)
segments with higher link capacity, which allows for efficient
multiplexing and utilization of network connectivity resources.
As a result, processing services in larger and more centralized
DC locations have the potential to improve the efficiency in
which connectivity and compute resources are utilized in a 5G
network infrastructure.

However, to take advantage of the benefits of centralized
processing, one needs to make sure that the service latency
and availability requirements are guaranteed. From a latency
perspective, centralized service processing is allowed only up
to a certain level, i.e., long paths towards DCs in higher
network tiers will eventually violate the latency constraint.
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On the other hand, the low availability performance associated
with such long paths will be improved by adding redundant
connectivity resources where needed. As a result, as long as
the latency constraints are met, adding backup connectivity
resources (if/where needed) makes it possible to reach more
central DCs without violating the service availability con-
straint. This intuition was effective in reducing the deployment
cost of 5G communication infrastructures, as shown in [2],
where the authors proposed a network design strategy to place
ASs at DC locations as central as possible by adding backup
connectivity resources needed to guarantee the required service
availability level. Their results showed up to 74% savings of
the infrastructure deployment costs. On the other hand, using
the same intuition (i.e., centralized processing aided by backup
connectivity) while operating a 5G network infrastructure
might lead to an increased amount of connectivity resources
that (on average) are needed to provision a given service. This,
in turn, might limit the number of services a provider can
accommodate in its infrastructure. For this reason, it is still an
open question of whether or not centralized service processing
is beneficial for dynamic provisioning of services with strict
latency and availability requirements.

There are several published works addressing the ser-
vice provisioning problems with latency- and/or availability-
guarantee in 5G networks. The authors in [3] proposed a
restoration-based survivable strategy leveraging the cloud ser-
vice relocation concept. Their target was to minimize the
average service downtime and the number of relocated cloud
services. The work in [4] proposed a provisioning solution
for services with specific latency requirements. The objective
was minimizing the usage of fiber, processing, and storage re-
sources while deploying service applications in hierarchically
distributed DCs. The authors in [5] considered a wireless-
optical converged network and proposed a slice provisioning
algorithm whose aim is to maximize the efficiency in which
both optical and wireless resources were used while meeting
the delay and bandwidth requirements of the services. Despite
the many important challenges addressed in the literature so
far, currently, there are no works that focused on optimizing
resource efficiency while provisioning 5G services with both
latency and availability guarantee.

This work proposes an end-to-end provisioning strategy
for 5G services, referred to as resource-efficient provisioning
(REP), that addresses the service latency and availability
constraints concurrently. The method presented in the paper
aims at maximizing the resource efficiency of both the con-
nectivity and compute resources available in the 5G network
infrastructure. REP leverages the intuition presented in [2]
where services should be processed at DC locations as central
as possible (while satisfying the latency constraints) to take ad-
vantage of (i) the multiplexing capabilities of the connectivity
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links in the metro and core network segments, and (ii) the
abundant compute resources available in the metro/core DC
locations compared to the access DCs. This is made possible
by adding backup connectivity resources whenever the path
connecting the end-user to the DC location, where the service-
specific AS is running, does not meet the service availability
requirements.

In the proposed provisioning algorithm, resource efficiency
is maximized by selecting a DC location, a connectivity
path, and (optionally) a backup path for each service request
such that a metric measuring how both the connectivity and
compute resources are utilized is minimized. The REP strategy
is tested using two use cases, one considering a 5G service
with strict latency and availability constraints, and another one
with a 5G service with more relaxed latency and availability
requirements. Simulation results show that, compared to the
conventional provisioning strategies (i.e., without the ability to
provide a backup path where needed, leading to the deploy-
ment of services only at the edge of the network because of
the service availability constraints), REP improves the service
blocking performance by up to four orders of magnitude in
the presence of 5G service with strict latency and availability
requirements and by up to two orders of magnitude when the
service latency and availability constraints are relaxed.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE, LATENCY AND AVAILABILITY
MODELS

This work assumes the network architecture presented in
Fig. 1. The TN is a packet over an optical network, where the
optical infrastructure uses a wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) technology. This latter assumption is made for sim-
plicity, and the service provisioning strategy proposed in the
paper can be easily adapted to elastic optical networks. This
work also assumes a software-defined networking-based con-
trol architecture where an orchestration layer has a global view
of the infrastructure while managing connectivity (wireless and
TN) and compute resources via their respective controllers [6].

A service request consists of one or more user equipments
(UEs) (connected to one of the wireless access points (APs))
requiring the deployment of a service-specific AS in one of the
available DC locations. Upon a service request, two types of
resources need to be provisioned: (i) compute (i.e., deployment
of the AS) and (ii) connectivity (i.e., for the path connecting
the DC, where the AS is running, and the AP to which the
UEs are connected to).

UEs are connected to APs through wireless links, while
APs are dual-homed to their respective access edge (AE)
nodes through dedicated fiber links. The traffic that goes over
the TN is of the midhaul type (i.e., functional split option
2 is selected, whereas the distributed and centralized units
are deployed at APs and the DC locations, respectively [7]).
The TN consists of three tiers (i.e., access, metro, and core)
working at different transmission rates. The access and metro
segments are ring-based, while the core network has a mesh
topology. This is in line with the architecture presented in [8]
which shows good performance in terms of cost-efficiency.
The access rings are connected to their respective metro rings
via metro nodes (MNs), while the metro rings are connected
to the core mesh via metro-core edge (ME) nodes (Fig. 1).
Traffic grooming (i.e., to multiplex low-rate flows into higher
rate ones) is performed only at the ME and MN locations.
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Fig. 1. Network architecture with three tiers (i.e., access, metro, and core).
UEs connect to the infrastructure via wireless APs. Services can be processed
at DCs placed in any of the network segments. AE: access edge, MN: metro
node, ME: metro-core edge, UE: user equipment.

Three types of DCs are available in the network, i.e., core,
metro, and access. The DC locations in each access ring are
dual-homed to the AE nodes, while the DCs in each metro ring
are dual-homed to the MNs. The DCs in the core network are
dual-homed to the ME nodes. The core DCs are assumed to
have more compute capabilities compared to the metro ones,
which, in turn, are equipped with more compute resources than
the access DCs.

This work considers a dynamic provisioning scenario in
which services are requested at different points in time. A
service request 9 comes with specific requirements in terms
of end-to-end (E2E) latency (; ( 9 ,424) ) (i.e., the latency experi-
enced by the service data flow), E2E availability (0 ( 9 ,424) ),
data rate (A 9 ), and compute resources (B 9 ). The values of
; ( 9 ,424) and 0 ( 9 ,424) are derived from [9] and [2] and are
computed as follows:

; ( 9 ,424) = ;UE + ;RAN + ;sw + ;AS + ;prop, (1)

0 ( 9 ,424) = 0UE × 0RAN × 0TN × 0AS, (2)

where ;UE, ;RAN, ;sw, ;AS, and ;prop represent the latency values
of the UE, of the radio access network (RAN), of a switching
node in the TN (i.e., due to grooming operations), of the AS
(i.e., due to processing), and the propagation latency in the TN,
respectively. ;prop is defined as the ratio between the distance
traversed by the path connecting an AP and a DC location
(i.e., f) and the speed of light propagating into the fiber (i.e.,
E). For the availability computation, 0UE, 0RAN, 0TN, and 0AS
represent the availability values of the UE, RAN, TN, and AS,
respectively. The availability value of a single path in the TN
(i.e., without any backup resources) is calculated as:

0TN=
∏#

==1
(1 − `=)×

∏#+1
4=1
(1 − d4×Z4) , (3)

where `= and d4 are the values of the failure probability of
node = and link 4 (i.e., per [km]), respectively. Z4 is the length
of link 4, and # is the number of nodes in the path from the
AP to the DC where the AS of a given service is deployed.

The main idea behind this work is to maximize the effi-
ciency in which the infrastructure resources (i.e., both con-
nectivity and compute) are used. This is achieved by trying
to deploy an AS in the most central DC location as possible
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to take advantage of (i) a large amount of compute resources
that high tier DC locations have, and (ii) to fully exploit the
benefits of traffic grooming over the metro and core fiber
links. Centralizing the deployment of AS has to be done while
satisfying the service latency and availability requirements.
The latency is a function of the distance between the AP and
the DC location, and of the processing time (i.e., at the user
side, at switching nodes along the path in the TN and in the
AS). The availability can be improved by adding (if needed)
backup connectivity resources to the path between the AP and
the candidate DC location where the AS is deployed. The next
section presents a service provisioning strategy that leverages
this intuition.

III. RESOURCE-EFFICIENT SERVICE PROVISIONING
STRATEGY

This section describes the resource-efficient provisioning
(REP) strategy proposed in the paper. The problem solved
by REP is formulated as follows. Given a service request
9 originating at an AP, i.e. X, with E2E latency, E2E
availability, compute, and data rate requirements defined by(
; ( 9 ,424) , 0 ( 9 ,424) , B 9 , A 9

)
, REP selects a DC location 3 (i.e.,

where the AS of 9 is deployed), a connectivity path ?, and
(optionally) a backup path 1? between X and 3 such that
the cost parameter 2 ( 9 ,3, ?,1?) is minimized. We derived the
resource consumption metric 2 ( 9 ,3, ?,1?) as:

2 ( 9 ,3, ?,1?) = V ·
B 9

<3

+ U · ©«
∑

4∈E 9,3,?

[ 9 ,4

F4

+
∑

4∈E 9,3,1?

[ 9 ,4

F4

ª®¬ (4)

where <3 is the overall compute capacity available at 3, [ 9 ,4 is
the number of wavelengths required by 9 over link 4, F4 is the
overall wavelength capacity of link 4, while E 9 ,3, ? and E 9 ,3,1?

are the set of links comprising ? and 1? , respectively. If ?
meets the availability requirement of 9 without the need for
a backup path, then E 9 ,3,1?

= ∅. The resource consumption
metric described in (4) is designed to reflect the intuition that
since compute resources in the access are scarce compared to
the ones in the metro and core network segments, they should
be used wisely, to avoid creating unnecessary bottlenecks. The
first term in (4) is used to encourage using compute resources
in DCs equipped with more resources, while the second and
third terms are used to choose connectivity paths over the
links that have more wavelength resources available. U and V
are two weighting factors that can be tuned according to the
amount of the connectivity and compute resources available
in the network infrastructure.

Upon the arrival of a new service request 9 , the algorithm
works as follows (Algorithm 1). For each candidate 3 ∈ D
(i.e., the set of DCs whose free compute resources are equal
or greater than B 9 ), REP looks at all candidate paths (i.e.,
6) between 3 and X. These paths are pre-computed using :-
shortest path algorithm and are stored in set GX,3 . If 6 meets
the ; ( 9 ,424) and 0 ( 9 ,424) requirements of 9 , and if 6 has enough
free connectivity resources (i.e., ≥ [ 9 ,4) the provisioning
solution (3, 6) is added to the set of possible provisioning
solution options (Q) (step 7). If, on the other hand, ; ( 9 ,424)
is not met, REP checks the next candidate path in GX,3 . If
; ( 9 ,424) is met but 0 ( 9 ,424) is not, 6 is added to the set of paths
for which the option of adding a backup can be considered,
i.e., (PX,3), under the assumption that ; ( 9 ,424) and 0 ( 9 ,424) will

Algorithm 1 resource-efficient provisioning (REP) strategy
1: Given a service 9 at AP, X with

(
; ( 9 ,424) , 0 ( 9 ,424) , B 9 , A 9

)
requirements

2: for 3 ∈ D do
3: for 6 ∈ GX,3 do
4: if ; ( 9 ,424) is met
5: if 0 ( 9 ,424) is met
6: if 6 has free capacity
7: Add @ = (3, 6) to Q and break
8: end if
9: else

10: Add 6 to PX,3

11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: for ? ∈ PX,3 do
15: for 1? ∈ MX,3, ? do
16: if 1? meets ; ( 9 ,424) and (?+1?) meets 0 ( 9 ,424)
17: Add 1? to BX,3, ?

18: end if
19: end for
20: if ? and 1? | 1? ∈ BX,3, ? have free resources
21: Add (3, ?, 1?) to Q and break
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: if Q ≠ ∅
26: Return @ ∈ Q | 2 ( 9 ,3, ?,1?) is minimized
27: else
28: Return "null"
29: end if

not be violated (step 10). In step 14, REP checks, one by one,
all paths ? stored in PX,3 to see if a suitable backup path
1? between X and 3 can be found. For each ? ∈ PX,3 , the
algorithm examines a number of node disjoint options (i.e.,
pre-computed by using the :-shortest path algorithm) stored
in setMX,3, ? . If 1? meets ; ( 9 ,424) and (?+1?) meets 0 ( 9 ,424) ,
then 1? is added to the set of candidate backup paths for
? (i.e., BX,3, ?) (step 17). In step 20, REP checks if ? and
1? ∈ BX,3, ? have enough free connectivity resources. If yes,
(3, ?, 1?) is added to the set of possible provisioning solution
options (Q). Once all the DC options that can accommodate
9 have been checked, the element in (Q) which minimizes
2 ( 9 ,3, ?,1?) in (4) is chosen as the final solution (step 26). If
set (Q) is empty, service 9 is rejected (step 28).

The worst case computational complexity of the REP algo-
rithm is computed as O

(
|D| × |GX,3 | × |BX,3, ? | + |Q|

)
.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents the performance evaluation results
of the REP strategy. The results are obtained via an ad-
hoc, Python-based, event-driven simulator which implements
the system model described in Sec. II, and the provisioning
strategy presented in Sec. III.

In the simulations, we assume to have 2 metro rings and 3
access rings connected to each metro ring. Each access ring
consists of 10 AE nodes, while each metro ring comprises
8 MNs. The number of DCs connected to each access and
metro ring is equal to 30% and 20% of the total number of
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TABLE I
USE CASES UNDER EXAM: AR AND V2X WITH THEIR REQUIREMENTS

AND NUMBER OF ASSUMED USERS [9], [11]–[14].

V2X AR
Latency [ms] 10 100

Availability[%] 99.99 99.9
Connectivity [Mbps] 25 10

Compute [CU] 0.2 0.02592
Number of users (3, 30) (10, 50)

AEs and MNs (rounded up to the next integer), respectively.
The AE nodes or MNs to which each DC is dual-homed
are chosen randomly with a uniform distribution. The core
network consists of 4 ME nodes (i.e., 2 ME nodes connected
to each metro ring) forming a square topology. There is 1
core DC connected to all of the ME nodes. The number of
APs connected to each access ring is equal to 30% of the
number of AEs in the access ring. The AEs to which an AP is
dual-homed are chosen randomly with a uniform distribution.
The link length, i.e., the value of Z4, in the core, metro, and
access rings is 500, 70, and 3 [km], respectively.

The value of <3 , expressed in computing units [CUs], for
each DC in the access, metro, and core segment is 5, 25,
and 125 [CUs], respectively. The number of wavelengths, i.e.,
the value of F4, in the core, and metro links is assumed to
be 80, while it is 10 in access links. A wavelength in the
core, metro, and access segment operates at a transmission
rate of 100, 10, and 1 [Gbps], respectively. Traffic grooming is
performed only at ME and MN locations. Each time grooming
is performed a switching latency (i.e., ;sw) is introduced and
added to the total latency budget of the service. We assume
that E=2 × 108 [m/s], ;RAN=3 [ms], ;sw=0.2 [ms] [9], and
;UE=;AS=0 [ms], while d4=10−5/[km] (∀4) [10], and `==10−6

(∀=) [9], and 0UE=0RAN=0AS=1.
The service request arrivals follow a Poisson process. The

inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed with a rate of _.
The service holding time is exponentially distributed with a
mean value equal to 24 time units [TUs].

Two use cases are considered in the study. In each one of
them, a specific 5G service is provisioned, i.e., vehicle-to-X for
short term environment modelling (V2X-STEM) (e.g., sensor
sharing) and augmented reality (AR) for medical applications
(Table I). They are two examples of 5G services with strict
(i.e., V2X) and relaxed (i.e., AR) latency and availability
requirements. On the other hand, the REP algorithm can be
applied in the presence of any type of service. The number
of the users considered for each service request is chosen
uniformly within the ranges shown in Table I, leading to
different requirements for connectivity and compute resources
for each service instance. The values of weighting factors U
and V defined in (4) are tuned according to the operator’s
needs. In this study we assume U = 0.1 and V = 1.

The performance of REP is evaluated against a benchmark
strategy referred to as no path protection (NPP). NPP is
derived from [4] where no backup resources can be added
along the path connecting the AP and the DC location where
the service-specific AS might be deployed. Two performance
metrics are used, service blocking probability (BP) and av-
erage compute utilization (AVCU). The former is measured
as the ratio between the number of rejected service requests
and the total number of processed service requests. The latter
measures the amount of the total available compute resources

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Load [Erlang]

10−3

10−2

10−1

100

101

102

B
P 
[%

]

NPP
REP

Fig. 2. V2X use case: service BP vs. Load (0 9,424 = 99.99%).

that is used (on average) in a given network segment (i.e.,
access, metro, or core). More formally, AVCU is defined as:

�+�* =
1
|I |

∑
3∈I

∑
9∈S3

ℎ 9 × B 9
) × <3

(5)

where I is the set of DCs in a given network segment (i.e.,
access, metro, or core), S3 is the set of all services deployed
in DC 3 during the simulation time ) , and ℎ 9 is the holding
time of service 9 . The results presented in this section are the
average over a large number of experiments (i.e., each one with
) = 296000 [TU]) enough to obtain a confidence interval for
the value of the service BP less or equal than 2.8% with a
95% of confidence level.

Figure 2 compares the service BP values of the V2X service
use case as a function of the network load for both the NPP
and the REP approaches. Overall, REP outperforms NPP under
all load conditions (four orders of magnitude gain compared
to NPP for low values of load). Since V2X has stringent
availability requirements, the NPP strategy deploys ASs only
at access DC locations which, in turn, have limited compute
resources. This is because reaching metro and core DCs would
violate the service availability constraint. On the other hand,
REP can add backup connectivity resources when needed
and, as a result, can deploy ASs in metro and core DCs
where compute resources are more abundant. This intuition
is confirmed by the results presented in Fig. 3 where the
values of AVCU for the V2X use case are compared as a
function of the network load. To deploy an AS, NPP relies
only on access compute resources. REP, on the other hand, in
addition to the access DC resources, can also consider metro
and core DC locations. Overall, the value of AVCU increases
with increasing load values. This is in line with the intuition
that with more services in operation, more compute resources
will be used in each DC.

Figures 4 and 5 present similar results to the ones in Figs. 2
and 3 but for the AR use case, which has less stringent
availability and latency requirements compared to the V2X use
case. REP strategy gains more than two orders of magnitude
in terms of service BP compared to NPP (Fig. 4) thanks to
the possibility of deploying ASs at more central DC locations.
The reduced gain compared to the V2X use case is because
NPP can now deploy AS in both access and metro DCs, thanks
to the lower availability requirements associated with the AR
service. Most of the service BP gain of REP comes from its
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Fig. 3. V2X use case: AVCU vs. Load with (0 9,424 = 99.99%).
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Fig. 4. AR use case: service BP vs. Load (0 9,424 = 99.9%).

ability to use compute resources deployed at the core DCs
(Fig. 5).

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a resource-efficient, dynamic service
provisioning strategy that allocates compute and connectivity
resources in a 5G infrastructure such that the end-to-end
service latency and availability requirements are met. The
proposed heuristic algorithm, referred to as REP, leverages
the possibility of adding backup connectivity resources along
the path from the AP (i.e., where an end-user is connected
to) to the DC location, where the service-specific AS is
deployed. This allows services to be processed at the most
central DC locations as possible (i.e., meeting the service
latency constraints), an option that allows operators to exploit
(i) the multiplexing gains offered by metro and core network
segments, and (ii) the abundant compute resources available
in metro and core DCs. This, in turn, improves the resource
efficiency of the deployed infrastructure. The performance of
the REP algorithm, evaluated by simulating two representative
5G use cases, shows how the centralized service processing
leads to up to four orders of magnitude improvements in terms
of service blocking probability compared to conventional
dynamic service provisioning strategies.
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